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Tenna integrates with other construction technology solutions to help you bring your business ecosystem 
closer together, share data, improve communications and maximize efficiencies. Tenna's integration with 
Procore is a solution for heavy civil, specialty and other self-perform contractors not currently available 
anywhere else.

You can centralize key operational data and workflows with the Tenna and Procore integration by sharing 
real-time data about your assets and sites to the Daily Log for total visibility over operations. With this 
visibility, your team can make informed decisions with accurate data, all with one comprehensive 
construction tool.

One Platform for all your Equipment and  
Resource Management Needs

Feed the Daily Log.
Assets flow from Tenna into the Procore Daily Log including
asset identification information, operator/driver, and accurate
locations, hours/ miles, and idle time.

Streamline your Data
Enhance your project management processes with Tenna's integration with Procore. Populate data 
directly to the Daily Log from Tenna’s real-time, accurate utilization data to improve visibility over
the big picture of your fleet and project operations. Access Tenna fully through the embedded 
experience directly through Procore for seamless workflows.

Automate Project Data.
Match data between both Procore Projects and Tenna Sites. Any
project you manage on Procore will benefit from accurate
telematic data about equipment, tools and their usage on the
job.

Digitize your Data.
Tenna’s automated end-of day telematics data eliminates manual
foreman reports, manual hour and mile logging, and the need to
manually enter assets into the project in Procore.







Embedded Experience
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Benefits of the Tenna/Procore Integration:
Improved visibility and connectivity
Benefit from full visibility into equipment utilization, assignees, productivity, availability, maintenance 
needs and operational insights across projects and your entire equipment fleet.

Enhanced collaboration and communication
Together the office, field, shop and project stakeholders can improve communication, share key data in
real time or aggregated in reports, and work together easily and efficiently.

Protection of capital investments
Leverage comprehensive business intelligence data gained from integrated systems to control project 
costs, reduce waste and maximize your investment in your capital-intensive assets.

Decision Making
Make educated decisions by taking appropriate action with accurate data about your fleet and 
operations.

Daily Log
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